For fixed integers n > m > r¡ + 1 >0,we establish a sharp upper bound for the Holder differentiability class of singular maps / : R" -» Rm of subrank r¡ whose images have positive Lebesgue m-measure.
I. Introduction
An important result in analysis, known as the Morse-Sard Theorem, states that the set of critical values of a function / £ Ck(Rn , Rm) has measure zero if k > max (« -m + 1, 1). The necessity of the above differentiability requirement was first established by [Whitney, 1935] , who produced a technique for constructing a function / £ C'(R", R) which is not constant on a connected set of critical points. Using this result, one can easily construct a map g £ Cx(Rn+q, Rq) whose set of critical values contains an open set by defining g(xx, ... , xn+q) = ifixi, ... , xn+x), xn+2, ... , xn+q). Nevertheless, such examples always have regular points arbitrarily close to their set of critical points; this fact suggests the following question, which first appeared in [Hirsch, 1976] :
Can the image of a singular Ck map /:R"->Rm contain an open set?
If k = 1, and either n < m or m = 1, the answer is evidently "no," whereas [Kaufman, 1979] has given examples of rank 1 maps whose images contain open sets for k = 1, « = m + 1 .
In the following, we modify recent Holder calculus results of [Norton, 1986] to show that, for integers n > m > r¡ + 1>0, the number so -in-r¡)/(m -r¡) has the following properties: For the special case of singular mappings, the bound sq improves estimates for general maps published in [Norton, 1986] and [Fédérer, 1969] .
Notations and definitions. In the following, lm and Mfl denote the Lebesgue measure on Rm and the i-dimensional Hausdorff (outer) measure, respectively, while E always denotes an open subset of some specified Euclidean space. A subset A c E is t-finite if flf'A < oo and t-sigmafinite if A is a countable union of r-finite sets.
If m < n and / : E c R" -» Rm is a C1 map, then we decompose E as E = \J™=0Er, where Er = {x £ E: rankFJ»/(x) = r}, and define ''max = max{rankjD/(x) : x £ E} to be the rank of f (on E). f is singular if ''max < m ; if rank Z)/ assumes more than one value on E, the subrank of f is r¡ = max{rankD/(x) : x £ E\Ermax}. Any subset A c E satisfying max{rank Df(x): x £ A} < r is called a set of rank r for /. a.>?c*'cc*+).
Finally, {Af,} always denote positive real constants chosen according to context.
II. The Holder bound
Note that a routine application of the Morse-Sard Theorem shows that lmf(R") = 0 for any singular map / £ Cx(Rn, Rm) when n < m, while the Rank Theorem implies the same conclusion for a singular map / between arbitrary Euclidean spaces such that rank Df is constant. Thus we assume throughout that « > m > 1 and consider only singular maps for which r¡ exists. We shall rely heavily on the following fact due to [Norton, 1986] : Lemma 1 (Norton). Suppose f £ Ci+(R" , Rm) and A is a (s(m -r) + r)-sigmafinite set of rank r for f, with r < m. Then lmf(A) = 0.
We now derive our main result: Theorem 1. Suppose «, m, and r¡ are integers satisfying n > m > r¡ -f-1 > 0, and define sq = (n -r¡)/(m -r¡). Let E c R" be open.
(i) If f: E -► Rm is a singular Cs+ map with subrank r¡, then s = sn implies lmf(E) = 0.
(ii) For each s < so, there exists a singular Cs map /: R" -► Rm with subrank r¡ whose image contains an open set.
Proof. Let E -\J™= 0 Er as described above, s = so ■ We show that lmf(Er) = 0 for r = 0, ... , m . 1. Since any subset of R" is «-sigmafinite and s = (n -r¡)/(m -r¡) > (n-r)/(m-r), it follows from Lemma 1 that lmf(Er) = 0 for r £ {0, ... , r¡} . 2. For r = rmax, we note that since r is maximal, Er is evidently open in E. Since rank Df = r < m on Er, the Rank Theorem asserts that Er is the union of countably many open subsets {A¡} such that each f(A¡) is a C1 /•-dimensional submanifold of Rm . Thus lmfiA¡) = 0 for all i, from which it follows that lmf{Er) = lmU fiAi) = 0. Cs+ singular map such that lmfiE) > 0. Then the subrank r¡ of f exists and satisfies ism -n)/is -1) < r¡ < m -2.
Furthermore, if n > m > 1, then for any nonnegative integer r £ Hsm -n)/is -l), m -2] there exists a singular map g : R" -> Rm for which r¡ = r, and lntg(Rn)^0. D
III. Sharpness of bound
To prove statement (ii) of Theorem 1, we construct, for integers n > m > 1, and for real 5 e (1, n/m), a Cs function /: E c R" -> Rm such that Int/(F) ^ 0, although rank Dfix) < 1 for all x £ E. Intuitively, this is the most geometrically bizarre class of such phenomena, from which examples of less complex behavior may be expected to follow. Indeed, assuming the construction for the time being, choose integers «, m, and r with 0 < r + 1 < m < « , and a real s £ (1, (« -r)/(w -r)). Let /: E c R"~r -» Rmr satisfy / £ Cs, rankDfix) < 1 for all x £ E, and Int/(F) ^ 0.
Then the singular Cs map g: E x Rr -► Rm defined by ixx, ... , xn) i-* (/(xi, ... , x"-r), xm+i_r, ... , xm) has subrank r on £xRr, while clearly IntgiE x Rr) = (Int/(F)) x Rr / 0 . Construction of f : We modify a technique of [Kaufman, 1979] whose notation we retain for continuity. Let n > m > I be fixed integers, and let F > 1 denote the greatest integer less than n/m . Fix 5 e (F, n/m).
1. A Cantor set in R" : For ß = 2~"lsm , we define the following method for constructing 2" cubes within any cube in R" :
Supposing I c R" is a cube of side L > 0 defined by the inequalities \x¡ -Cj\ < L/2, we specify 2" subcubes within I via the inequalities \Xj -c¡ ± L/4\ < ßL/2. Note that each subcube is separated from all other subcubes and the boundary of I by a distance > L(l/4 -/?/2).
Let /n C R" denote the cube defined by | x, |< 1. By repeated application of the above process, we obtain subcubes {/(ai, ... , ak)} , where {/(fli)} are the 2" subcubes constructed within Iq , etc., and 1 < a¡ < 2" for all i £ {I, ... , k} . Furthermore, we require that the 2" subcubes {/(ai, ... , a¿+i)} constructed within the cube /(ai, ... , ak) be labelled in the unique way which corresponds homothetically to a chosen labelling of the {/(ai)}, that is, the cube /(aj, ... , ak) is a scaled-down copy of /o such that the subcube I{ax, ... , ak, a) corresponds to the subcube /(a) for 1 < a < 2" . For integers k < I, the boundaries of distinct cubes /(ai, ... , ak) and /(a',, ... , a'¡) are separated by a distance > /?¿(l/4 -ß/2).
We now let Ciß) denote the Cantor set defined by the cubes, i.e. the set of points in /n contained in infinitely many subcubes belonging to the above construction.
2. Mapping of Ciß) : Let Ro c Rm denote the cube defined by | x, |< 1, 1 < i < m, and let {£/}£, be the standard basis of Rm . Define {Ä(fli)} > 1 < ai < 2" , to be the 2" congruent m-rectangles constructed by evenly partitioning Ro with (m-l)-planes of unit normal ex. Similarly, for k £ Z+ , we construct {Riax, ... , ak+x)} within JR(ai, ... , ak) by evenly partitioning the the latter set with (w -l)-planes having unit normal ^((A;-i)modm)+i an¿ subject our labelling to the requirement that the e((yt-i)m0dm)+i-coordinate of the midpoint of i?(ai, ... , a^+i) increase as the index a^+i increases from 1 to 2" . Note that each R{ai, ... ,ak) has diameter < Mx2^nlm^k .
We now let « : Ciß) -* Rq be the (surjective) map defined by the requirement that hidß) n /(ai, ... , ak)) c Riax, ... ,ak) for all 1 < a, < 2" , 1 < i < k, and k £ Z+ .
Extension of h :
The extension of « to a function f : Io -* Ro is carried out by first defining / on the closure of the set /o \ U Hai ) ■ A scaling relation then enables us to specify / on the remainder of I0\C{ß).
(i) We require that / be constant on a neighborhood of each boundary 9/(ai) and that its value equal the midpoint of the set Ä(fli). More precisely, define <p : {1, ... , 2"} -► R by tp{i) = 2/ -(2" + 1) and let S denote the closure of the set /0 \ \jl(at).
Choose a C°° function A : S -* [-1/2, 1/2] such that for 1 < ai < 2" , (ii) Extend the definition of / to points x in the closure of /(ai, ... , ak)\ |J/(ai, ... , ajt+i) as follows: If xo is the center of the cube /(a¡, ... , ak), then ß~kix -xo) £ S, and we define: /{X) = fidliax ,..., ak)) + 2-("«(*-»/'"H1H1U(/r*(* -Xo))^-,)modm)+l (where [ik -l)/m] is the greatest integer < (ie -l)/m ). 4. Differentiability of f : If x, y £ /(ai) n Ciß), there exists a largest integer K> 1 suchthat x,y £liax, ... , aK), and so |x-y |> p^(l/4-p72). Thus
which implies that h is continuous; recalling the labelling requirements of parts 1 and 2 above, we see that / is a continuous extension of h . Since ||/>p/|| = 0 on the boundaries d/(ai, ... , ak) for all k, p e Z+ , it follows furthermore that / is C°° on /0 \ Ciß). Now if x e 7(a0 n C(/S) , y e /(a,) \ Ciß), and ÜT > 1 is again the largest integer such that x, y e /(ai, ... , a/c), it follows from the definition of / that | fix) -fiy) |< Mi2-{n'm)K = MxßKs <M2\x-y\s .
This implies \\Dpf\\ = 0 on C(ß) for positive integers p < P. A direct calculation shows that for y e Iiax,... ,ak), \\Dpfiy)\\ < M^-W™*ß'pk), and so ||/>p/|| tends to zero on approach to Ciß) provided p < P, which verifies that / is Cp on /0. where MA = 2"A/3(l/4 -ß/2)p~s. Thus /is Cs. Finally, because / is locally of the form /(x) = c+gix)e((k_X)moám)+x , where c £ Rm and g is a real-valued function, it clearly follows that rank/)/ < 1 on /o . This concludes our construction.
IV. Applications
With Theorem 1 and the preceeding construction at our disposal, we can now answer the following questions:
1. [Hirsch, 1976] Answer: First note that if / is also C2 , the question is answered affirmitively by the Morse-Sard Theorem. By Theorem 1, the answer is also "yes" for Cs+ maps with í > 3/2, but "no" for Cs maps with 5 < 3/2. In general, the image of a Cs+ rank 1 map /: R" -* Rm cannot have positive measure if s > n/m, whereas Cs counterexamples exist for s < n/m . 2. We consider the following "dual" to Hirsch's question: Let U c R4 and V c R3 be open sets. If f: U -* V is Cx, singular and surjective, does f necessarily have rank 1 at some point of U? Answer: Although there is no known example of a map without rank 1 points which satisfies the conditions of the question, Corollary 2 asserts that such a map could not belong to the smoothness class C4/3+ .
3. [Norton, 1987] : For s > 1 not an integer and sim -r) + r < « < i[s] + l)im -r) + r, does there exist a function f £ CS(R", Rm) and a is{m -r) + rffinite subset B cR" of rank r for f such that lmfiB) > 0 ?
Answer: "Yes," provided s < n/m (for s = n/m, the problem is still unresolved). As Norton notes, it suffices to verify the case r = 0. Choose s £ i[n/m], n/m) and let / be the Cs function constructed in the previous section for ß = 2~"lsm. A standard estimation technique (see [Falconer, 1985] ) shows that the Hausdorff dimension of the Cantor set Ciß) is -nln2/lny? = im ; to see that ß?smCiß) < oo, we observe that since Ciß) may be covered by 2"k cubes of diameter q(/c) = ßk\fh~, we have:
Letting k -> oo shows ß?smCiß) < nsml2 < oo. Finally, we recall that / has rank 0 on Ciß) and maps Ciß) onto a set with nonempty interior, as desired.
V. Some questions
The inability of Theorem 1 to specify the behavior of singular Cs maps for which s = So suggests the following problem:
Ql. Given integers « > m > r¡ > 0, let s = (« -r¡)/im -r¡). Does there exist a singular Cs map f:Rn -► Rm with subrank r¡ whose image contains an open set or at least has positive Lebesgue m-measurel At present, the answer is known to be "no" only for the case r¡ = 0, n/m £ Z+ (see [Sternberg, 1964] ).
A broader class of questions concerns establishing necessary rank conditions for a singular map with nonnull image in addition to those given in Corollary 2. As an example, we pose the following generalization of the problem discussed in §IV.2 as an open problem:
Q2.
Given integers n > m > rmax > r¡ > 0, does there exist a Cx map f: Rn -4 Rm such that /W(/(R")) > 0 and rank£>/(x) € {rmax, r,} for all x £ R", and if so, is the bound given in Theorem 1 realized by such maps?
Proving the existence of such maps reduces easily to the case r¡ = 0 ; note that our construction verifies the case rmax = 1.
